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And if any mischief follow, then thou shalt give life for life, 
Eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, 
Burning for burning, wound for wound, stripe for stripe. 

Exodus 21.23–25
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Preface: A Theory of Justice?

This book is, in its peculiar way, a theory of justice, or more properly an antitheory of justice. It is an antitheory because it is not abstract. It is about eyes, teeth, hands, and lives. It is an extended gloss on the law of the talion: an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, measure for measure. In its biblical formulation, the talion puts the body – lives, eyes, hands, teeth – front and center as the measure of value. True, the body has always provided us – until the metric system relieved it of the task – with feet to measure length, fathoms (the measure of the arms spread out from tip to tip) to measure depth, hands to measure the height of horses, ells (from elbow) to measure cloth, even pinches to measure salt.

But the talion cuts deeper than this. For what it means to do is measure and value us. Thus, it prices John's life as equal to Harry's. Or if Harry is a loser and his life is not quite a life, it might measure John's worth as the sum of Harry's and Pete's. The talion states the value of my eye in terms of your eye, the value of your teeth in terms of my teeth. Eyes and teeth become units of valuation. But the talion doesn't stop there. Horrifically enough, it seems to demand that eyes, teeth, and lives are also to provide the means of payment. Fork over that eye, please.

The talion (the same Latin root supplies us with retaliate) indicates a repayment in kind. It is not a talon – not an eagle's claw – of which I must inform my students and even remind an occasional colleague. It is easy to excuse the misunderstanding. After all, the difference between talion and talon is but the difference of an i. And then one has to try hard not to imagine a bird of prey or carrion-eater swooping down
and leaving one looking like poor Gloucester: out vile jelly, where is thy lustre now?

This book cares about matter and the facts of the matter. It is the result of years, more than thirty now, of scholarly immersion into revenge cultures. And in some small way it is my revenge on academic discussions of justice that have painted revenge as an unnuanced Vice in a morality play. Too often these discussions have the oppressive style of complacent and predictable sermonizing; lip service to, or defenses of, various safely proper positions. Would that academics had the knowledge (and irony) of a middling singer of an heroic tale.

I care about what people thought, what they actually did, what they wrote, and the stories they told, not just yesterday, but 2,500 years ago too. My themes cannot be reduced to a single encapsulable thesis. People are too smart and too inventive, the variability of daily experience too complex, to be so easily cabined. If a characterization of the book’s genre is required, it is best seen as an historical and philosophical meditation on paying back and buying back – a meditation, that is, on retaliation and redemption.

In short, the book is about settling accounts, about getting even, with all that is implied by the mercantile diction of paying, owing, and satisfying obligations. Talionic cultures tended to be honor cultures, and that meant that more was required of the talion than measuring arms and legs, eyes and teeth: honor was at stake. These were cultures that were not the least bit embarrassed at taking the full measure of a man or a woman. The entire moral and social order involved sizing people up; that’s what honor was, and still is, all about. They thus developed a talent for measuring complex social and moral matters that justice, in their view, demanded be taken into account for there to be justice worthy of the name. How could such measuring be avoided when people – their bodies and parts thereof, as I will show in detail – also might have to serve as the means of payment for the debts they owed or the judgments entered against them? There are hard costs to looking at the world this way, and they knew that too.

I admire the talent for justice these people had, but as the reader will discern I am at times ambivalent about them and my own admiration for them. I stand in awe and admire, but from a safe distance; and
courage permitting, I am not about to edge more than a foot or two closer. But because I may not have the moral qualities to be a completely respectable member of their kind of culture does not mean that I am about to reject their wisdom and clarity of vision. Our cowardice aside, on a higher ground, our cultural and political commitments to equal dignity for everyone are what keep most of us (and even me) from wanting to go back there. But we are hypocrites: we tolerate a lot more inequality than the garden-variety honor society would ever tolerate. They policed and maintained a rough equality among the players that were admitted to the honor game with a vengeance.

And what of those deemed not good enough to play? These were often treated to shame and aggressive contempt if they had recently been legitimate players in the game, or callously if they never had been. We pity such souls and make them the objects of our official moral and political solicitude. The concern of those who were players in the honor game, however, looked more in the other direction: up. They directed their wary and hostile gaze toward the one amongst them who was getting too good to play the game with them – toward the person, that is, who might soon seek to rule over them, to be their lord. Was it already too late to cut him back down to size?

Those not fit to play in the game stood on the sidelines and, you guessed it, asked God (or their gods), whom they cast first and foremost as an avenger, to take revenge for them: “O Lord, thou God of vengeance, / thou God of vengeance, shine forth” (Ps. 94.1), “for the Lord God of recompenses shall surely requite” (Jer. 51.56). The low wanted accounts settled too, and though today we talk about that demand in terms of distributive justice, it was understood by them to be a conventional claim for corrective justice, for getting even, for taking back the eyes and teeth, their respect and well-being, that had been taken from them. Those above the game watched too, from the skyboxes, and taxed, which often came in the form of claiming the right to deliver “justice” to these vengeful, feuding people of honor below; and for the justice they delivered they claimed a cut of the action and charged a pretty penny.

In Chapter 1 I start by asking how we are supposed to understand the scales of Lady Justice, and I take off from there. The scales of
course are there to measure, for Justice is about meting or measuring. The words *mete* and *measure* mean the same thing. And if you will pardon the vulgar pun, much of the book is also about meat. Human meat. Shylock will thus have a chapter unto himself.

The discussion ranges widely in space and time, from Hammurabi to the biblical eye for an eye, to the early Anglo-Saxon kings who made pricing humans and their severed parts one of the organizing themes of their legislation, to the witty and tough-minded world of saga Iceland, to the Venice of Shylock and Antonio, even to the Big Whiskey, Wyoming, of Clint Eastwood's *Unforgiven*. And finally to our own day, where I may give some small offense. For in making man the measure of all things, but mostly of value itself, we must value people, price them under some circumstances, rank them so as to know how to pay back what is owed, though not as the economists do: it runs deeper than that. And this stark evaluation and ranking of human beings offends – sometimes with good reason, sometimes for no good reason at all.

The talion puts valuation at the core of justice; it is about measuring. At times it is no more exotic than our worker’s comp schedules are. Body parts had their price then; they have their price now. Our tort law has as one of its commonly expressed goals to make the victim “whole” by substituting money for the body part he lost, just as the talion looks to make someone whole but sometimes in a strikingly different sense. In an honor culture you have a choice about how to be made whole: by taking some form of property transfer as we do today, or by deciding that your moral wholeness requires that the person who wronged you should again be your equal and look the way you now look. In some not-so-bizarre sense a commitment to equality might argue for such a result, if not always at the end of the day, then perhaps as a starting point for some hard bargaining. Obviously there is more to it than that, at least 250 pages more.

Really to trade an eye for an eye? A live man for three corpses? A pound of flesh for three thousand ducats? Back then? You bet. Right now? How do we measure the cost of war? In dollars? Not so that you will feel the costs. Dollars are not the proper measure of all things. It is still man (and woman) who is the measure: the body count. And in
a symbolic way man is also the means of payment: the dead soldier is thus understood to have paid the ultimate price. There is so much more to an eye for an eye than meets the eye.

I have paybacks to make too, paybacks of gratitude: Annalise Acorn, Wendy Doniger, Don Herzog, Robin West, and Stephen D. White read the whole manuscript and provided copious comments and observations that have made this work much better than it would otherwise have been. Special thanks too to Peter DiCola and Kyle Logue for the help they gave me in particular sections where I cut across domains in which I had little knowledge and no sophistication. I also owe thanks for particular observations to Elizabeth Anderson, Omri Ben-Shahar, Daniel Halberstam, Madeline Kochen, Bess Miller, Eva Miller, Doron Teichman, Yoram Shachar, and Katja Škrobej. And as always to my wife, Kathleen Koehler, who manages to clear enough of the deck of our lively household so that I can find the peace and quiet to contemplate revenge.

I have often cited readily accessible modern translations for many of the early texts I use on the assumption and with the intention that this book will appeal beyond some of the narrow disciplinary boundaries to which it will probably be confined.